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Disconnections in Value Chains

Livestock
• Kenya
Producers disconnected from terminal markets
• Senegal Informal dairies run by women cannot scale up
Cotton
• Burkina Producers not integrated with national cotton companies
• Pakistan Producers not benefiting from textiles industry
VC-ARID helps to identify options for adaptation & inclusive, climateresilient economic development.
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1. Seasonality

Drylands cover 40% land
globally. Semi-arid lands have
highly variable ecological &
climatic conditions.
VC-ARID recognises seasonal
effects on livestock & cotton
value chains.
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2. Informality & gender

2 billion people make a living in
arid & semi-arid lands.
VC-ARID incorporates both
informal & formal pathways &
gender dimensions.
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3. Semi-arid lands at the centre

Semi-arid lands are nearly
always marginalised, both
politically & economically.
VC-ARID places these areas
firmly at the centre, as drivers of
growth in key national economic
sectors.
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4. Climate risk

Semi-arid agricultural systems
will face increasing vulnerability
as climate change interacts with
other factors.
VC-ARID considers climate risk
at each step along the chain.
Identify adaptation options &
pathways to inclusive, climateresilient economic development.
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Tanzania Beef Value Chain
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Opportunities for cross-regional learning

What can Burkina Faso’s nationalised cotton sector
learn from the more industrialised Pakistan cotton
trade?
What can Senegal’s domestic livestock market learn
from Kenya’s financial and pharmaceutical livestock
services?
What can be learned from Senegal’s diversification of
the livestock value chain to benefit both men, through
beef, and women, through cow’s milk?
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